
 

Orthogouolization

we want one control that controls one thingand
speed 9

non
orthogonal

control

nothingelse that is orthogonalization

steeringangle

Things to achievewhile training a MLmodel

modelfits trainingset well on costJunction a humanlevelperformance biggernetwork
Adam algorithm

modelfits der set well on costfunction Regularization

biggertrainingset early stopping
modelfits test set well on costfunction biggerderset

performs well in realworld changedersetor costfunction

Single NumberEvaluation Metric

Classifier F1score Precision Recall 8 if 12dogs 8identifiedas dogs 5actuallydogs
A 92.4 95 90 Precision

B 91 98 85 5,2 Recall

Precision ofexamples recognized as cat what areactuallycats

Recall what ofactual cats are correctly recognized

Lscore
averageofPandR

ypffr HarmonicMean



DatSet single real number evaluation metric

speedsup itentive process
it allows us to tell whichclassifieris betterusingTtumetric
improves user efficiency determining theaccuracy of thegivenmodel

Satisfying and OptimizingMetric

optimizethis
value

we justsatisticing a

certaincondition

N metrics 1 optimizing N I satisficing

Setting up train1 dirt testset

Test and Dev set should come from the same source
choose a dirt set and testset to reflect data you expect to
get in the future and consider important to do well on

Set test set to be bigenough togive high confidence in overall
performance of the model

m

y
countsmisclassified examples

error I wi Ypredicted yaa defining a newevaluation metricm in
thevalue 011 that better captures preferenceof

W fi if x is wanted the algorithm
20 it x is unwanted



theoreticaloptimum limit
Bayesoptimalerror

Bayeserror is pretty close tohuman error and mostdata comes fromhumans so accuracy
of MLmodels starts showingdown asthey pass humanlevel error
Bias reduction when difference between Bayes human and training error is large

model is not accurate enough
difference between Bayeserror and trainingset error is Avoidable bias

Variance reduction when difference between training and derset error islarge
model is not general enough
difference between training error anddueenron is variance problem

Human Level Bayes Errora
Train bigger modelAvoidablebias
Train longer1 better optimizationmodels momentum RMSprorAdam

Training Error
NN architecture1hyperparameter search

a
Move data

variance
defaming.ie YwjYIi'audimammationv

Dev Error


